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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a robust method for segmenting and tracking cardiac contours and tags in 4D cardiac MRI
tagged images via spatio-temporal propagation. Our method is based on two main techniques: the Metamorphs
Segmentation for robust boundary estimation, and the tunable Gabor filter bank for tagging lines enhancement,
removal and myocardium tracking. We have developed a prototype system based on the integration of these two
techniques, and achieved efficient, robust segmentation and tracking with minimal human interaction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular diseases are the main cause of death in the western countries. Many heart diseases, such as
ischemia and RV hypertrophy are thought to correlate strongly to the shape and motion of the heart. Tagged
cardiac magnetic resonance imaging is a well-known technique for non-invasively visualizing the detailed my-
ocardium motion and deformation. It has the potential of early diagnosis and analysis of these cardiovascular
diseases. This technique generates a set of equally spaced parallel tagging plains within the myocardium as
temporary markers at end-diastole by spatial modulation of magnetization. Imaging planes are perpendicular to
the tagging planes, so that the tags appear as parallel dark stripes in MR images and deform with the underlying
myocardium during the cardiac cycle in vivo, which gives motion information of the myocardium normal to the
tagging stripes. Some example images can be seen from [Fig. (1)].

A set of spatio-temporal(4D) tagged MRI images of the heart provides qualitative and quantitative infor-
mation about the morphology, kinematic function and material properties of the heart. However, before this
technique being used in the routine clinical evaluation, we need to solve the following image analysis tasks:

1. Extraction and tracking of the heart wall boundaries and tags.

2. LV-RV shape and motion analysis.

3. Myocardium strain analysis.

4. Modeling the intra-cavity flow, etc.

It has been noted by several researchers that the rate-limiting step which prevents tagged MR from clinical
use is the robust extraction and tracking of the contours and tags. There have been a vast research efforts on
the automated contour segmentation, however, it still remains a difficult task due to the common presence of
cluttered objects, complex object textures, image noise, intensity inhomogeneity, and especially the complexities
added by the tagging lines.

In this paper, to address the difficulty added by tagging lines, before the segmentation process, a tunable
Gabor filter bank technique is first applied to remove the tagging lines and enhance the tag-patterned region.1

This method is based on the idea that by tuning the phase angle of the Gabor filter we are able to fill in the areas
between tagging lines. Because after the initial tagging modulation, the tag patterns in the blood are flushed
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Figure 1. Three images from a time sequence of the cardiac tagged MR images in the short axis.

out very soon, this de-tagging technique actually enhances the blood-myocardium contrast and facilitates the
following myocardium segmentation.

Our segmentation framework is based on a newly proposed deformable model, which we call ”Metamorphs”.2

The key advantage of the Metamorph models is that it integrates both shape and interior texture and its
dynamics are derived coherently from both boundary and region information in a common variational framework.
These properties of Metamorphs make it more robust to image noise and artifacts than traditional shape-only
deformable models.

A full set of conventional spatio-temporal(4D) tagged MRI consists of more than one thousand images.
Segmenting every image individually is a time-consuming process that is not clinically feasible. We propose a
new myocardium tracking technique which enables temporal propagation of the heart wall boundaries over the
heart beat cycle. Through this propagation, we only need to do myocardium segmentation at one time, then it
will be propagated both spatially and temporally to segment the whole set efficiently. This method is based on
implementing a tunable Gabor filter bank to observe the deformations of the tagging lines over time.3 This is
possible because we can approximate the displacements (or deformations) of the tagging patterns by estimating
the changes in parameter values of the Gabor filters that maximize the Gabor response over time. The motion of
the tagging lines indicates the underlying motion of the myocardium, and therefore, the motion of the heart wall
boundaries. Spatial propagation of the heart wall boundaries is more difficult due to the complex heart geometry
and the topological changes of the boundaries at different positions of the heart. Our solution is segmenting a
few key slices first, which represent the topologies of the rest of the slices. Then we let the key frames propagate
to the remaining slices.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we briefly introduce the Metamorphs
segmentation on model shape, texture, deformations and dynamics. In Section 3, we present the theory of
the tunable Gabor filter bank and its applications in tag removal and myocardium tracking. We introduce the
integration of the Metamorphs and Gabor filter bank methods in Section 4 with our phototype system and some
experimental results as this paper’s conclusion.

2. THE METAMORPH DEFORMABLE MODEL FOR TAGGED MR IMAGE
SEGMENTATION

2.1. The Model’s Shape Representation

In our framework, the shape of an evolving model is implicitly embedded as the zero level set of a higher
dimensional distance function using the Euclidean distance transform.4 Let Φ : Ω → R+ be a Lipschitz function
that refers to the distance transform for the model shape M. The shape defines a partition of the domain:
the region that is enclosed by M, [RM], the background [Ω − RM], and on the model, [∂RM]. Given these
definitions the following implicit shape representation is considered:

ΦM(x) =











0, x ∈ ∂RM

+ED(x,M) > 0, x ∈ RM

−ED(x,M) < 0, x ∈ [Ω −RM]

where ED(x,M) refers to the min Euclidean distance between the image pixel location x = (x, y) and the model
M.



Such treatment makes the model shape representation an “image”, which greatly facilitates the integration of
boundary and region information. It also provides a feature space in which objective functions that are optimized
using a gradient descent method can be conveniently used, since the gradient of the distance function consists
of continuous unit vectors in the normal direction of the shape.

2.2. The Model’s Deformations

The model deformations are efficiently parameterized using a space warping technique, the cubic B-spline based
Free Form Deformations (FFD).5, 6 The essence of FFD is to deform an object by manipulating a regular
control lattice F overlaid on its volumetric embedding space. In this paper, we consider an Incremental Free
Form Deformations (IFFD) formulation using the cubic B-spline basis.7

Let us consider a regular lattice of control points

Fm,n = (F x
m,n, F y

m,n); m = 1, ...,M, n = 1, ..., N

overlaid to a region Γc = {x} = {(x, y)|1 ≤ x ≤ X, 1 ≤ y ≤ Y } in the embedding space that encloses the model
in its object-centered coordinate system. Let us denote the initial configuration of the control lattice as F 0, and
the deforming control lattice as F = F 0 +δF . Under these assumptions, the incremental FFD parameters, which
are also the deformation parameters for the model, are the deformations of the control points in both directions
(x, y):

q = {(δF x
m,n, δF y

m,n)}; (m,n) ∈ [1,M ] × [1, N ]

The deformed position of a pixel x = (x, y) given the deformation of the control lattice from F 0 to F , is defined
in terms of a tensor product of Cubic B-spline polynomials:

D(q;x) = x + δD(q;x) =

3�

k=0

3�

l=0

Bk(u)Bl(v)

(F 0
i+k,j+l + δFi+k,j+l) (1)

where i = b x
X

· (M − 1)c + 1, j = b y
Y

· (N − 1)c + 1; δFi+l,j+l, (k, l) ∈ [0, 3] × [0, 3] are the deformations
of pixel x’s (sixteen) adjacent control points; Bk(u) is the kth basis function of a Cubic B-spine, with u =
x
X

· (M − 1) − b x
X

· (M − 1)c, and Bl(v) is similarly defined. Also based on the linear precision property of

B-splines, we have δD(q;x) =
∑3

k=0

∑3

l=0 Bk(u)Bl(v)δFi+k,j+l is the incremental deformation for pixel x.

2.3. The Model’s Texture

The interior intensity statistics of the models are captured using nonparametric kernel-based approximations,
which can represent complex multi-modal distributions.

Suppose the model is placed on an image I, the image region bounded by current model ΦM is RM, then the
probability of a pixel’s intensity value i being consistent with the model interior intensity can be derived using
a Gaussian kernel as:

P(i
∣

∣ΦM) =
1

V (RM)

∫∫

RM

1√
2πσ

e
−(i−I(y))2

2σ2 dy (2)

where V (RM) denotes the volume of RM, and σ is a constant specifying the width of the gaussian kernel.

Using this nonparametric approximation, the intensity distribution of the model interior gets updated auto-
matically while the model deforms.



2.4. The Metamorph Dynamics

When finding object boundaries in images, the dynamics of the Metamorph models are derived from an energy
functional consisting of both edge/boundary energy terms and intensity/region energy terms. The overall energy
functional E consists of two shape data terms – an interior term ESi

and a boundary term ESb
, and two intensity

terms – a “Region Of Interest” (ROI) term EIr
and a Maximum Likelihood term EIm

:

E = (ESi
+ aESb

) + k(EIr
+ bEIm

) (3)

where k is a constant factor balancing the contribution from the shape vs. intensity terms, a is a factor balancing
the two shape terms, and b is a factor balancing the two intensity terms.

In our formulation, both shape data terms and intensity data terms are differentiable with respect to the
model deformation parameters q, thus a unified gradient-descent based parameter updating scheme can be
derived using both boundary and region information. One can derive the following evolution equation for each
element qi in the model deformation parameters q:

∂E

∂qi

= �∂ESi

∂qi

+ a
∂ESb

∂qi

�
+ k �∂EIr

∂qi

+ b
∂EIm

∂qi

�
(4)

The detailed definitions of all four energy terms based on image data and the gradient derivation for each term
can be found in.2

2.5. The Model Fitting Algorithm and Tagged MR Image Segmentation Results

During boundary finding, the overall model fitting algorithm consists of the following steps:

1. Initialize the deformation parameters q to be q0, which indicates no deformation.

2. Compute ∂E
∂qi

for each element qi in the deformation parameters q.

3. Update the parameters q′
i = qi − λ · ∂E

∂qi

.

4. Using the new parameters, compute the new model M′ = D(q′;M).

5. Update the model. Let M = M′, re-compute the implicit representation of the model ΦM, and the new
partitions of the image domain by the new model: [RM], [Ω−RM], and [∂RM]. Also re-initialize a regular
FFD control lattice to cover the new model, and update the new model interior intensity statistics.

6. Repeat steps 1-5 until convergence.

In the algorithm, after each iteration, both shape and interior intensity statistics of the model get updated
based on the model dynamics, and deformation parameters get re-initialized for the new model. This allows
continuous, both large-scale and small-scale deformations for the model to converge to the energy minimum.

We used Metamorph models to segment heart boundaries in tagged MR images, both on original images
with tags and on de-tagged images that have tags removed by gabor filtering. In [Fig. (2)], we show the Left
Ventricle, Right Ventricle, and Epicardium segmentation using Metamorphs on de-tagged MR images. By having
the tagging lines removed using gabor filtering, a Metamorph model can get close to the heart wall boundary
more rapidly. Then the model can be further refined on the original tagged image.

The Metamorph model evolution is computationally efficient, due to our use of the nonparametric texture rep-
resentation and FFD parameterization of the model deformations. For all the examples shown, the segmentation
process takes less than 200ms to converge on a 2Ghz PC station.
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Figure 2. Metamorphs segmentation on de-tagged images. (1) segmentation at time 7, slice position 7. (2) segmentation
at time 7, slice position 10. (a) original image. (b) image with tags removed by gabor filtering. (c) cardiac contours
segmented by Metamorphs on detagged image. (d) contours projected on the original image.

3. THE GABOR FILTER BANK TECHNIQUE FOR TAGGED MRI ANALYSIS

3.1. Basic Definitions

Gabor filters have been widely used in image processing applications, such as texture segmentation8–10 and edge
detection.11 A main advantage of Gabor filters is that they always achieve the minimum space-bandwidth
product which is specified in the uncertainty principle due to their Gaussian envelopes .

The 2D Gabor filter was first introduced by Daugman.12 It is basically a 2D Gaussian multiplied by a
complex 2D sinusoid,8 as shown below:

h(x, y) = g(x′, y′) · s(x, y) (5)

where g(x′, y′) is a 2D Gaussian, and s(x, y) is a complex 2D sinusoid function, i.e.,

g(x′, y′) =
1

2πσx′σy′

exp{−1

2
[(

x′

σx′

)2 + (
y′

σy′

)2]} (6)

s(x, y) = exp[−j2π(Ux + V y)] (7)

In (6): x′ = xcosθ + ysinθ, y′ = −xsinθ + ycosθ are the spatial coordinates which are rotated by an angle
θ, and σx, σy gives the approximate spatial extent of the 2D Gaussian. The 2D Gaussian envelope need not
be symmetric, where σx and σy are not equal. In our case, this asymmetry fits the tag pattern better: in the
orientation that is perpendicular to the tagging lines, the tag pattern is stronger than in the orientation that is
parallel to the tagging lines. So we experimentally set the Gaussian envelope as an ellipsoid whose long axis is
4 times as long as the short axis. We define the σ’s of the 2D Gaussian as in (8) and (9):

σx =
1

√

(U2 + V 2)
(8)

σy =
1

√

(U2 + V 2)
· 1

4
(9)

In (7), (U, V ) are the 2D frequencies of the complex sinusoid, and its orientation in frequency domain is given
by:



φ = arctan(V/U) (10)

At time 1 of the tagged MR imaging process, when the tagging lines are initially straight and equally spaced,
in the spectral domain of the input tagged MR image, there exist several isolated harmonic peaks representing
its frequency characteristics. And the first harmonic peak represents the main patterns of the image, which are
the un-deformed tagging lines. We set the parameters (U, V ) of the Gabor filter to capture the un-deformed tag
pattern by automatically finding the coordinates of the image’s first harmonic peaks in the spectral domain.

Because the input images are taken during a heart beat cycle, the tagging lines move along with the underlying
myocardium, and the spacings and orientations of them change accordingly. These changes in the spatial domain
lead to corresponding changes in the frequency domain. The new U ′ and V ′ are tuned as follows:

U ′ = <{(U + i · V ) · m · exp(i · ∆φ + ω)} (11)

V ′ = ={(U + i · V ) · m · exp(i · ∆φ + ω)} (12)

Where m, ∆φ, and ω are the magnitude, the angle and the phase modulation respectively in the frequency
domain. Thus backwardly we may modulate m corresponding to the changes of tag spacing, and modulate ∆φ
corresponding to the changes of the tag lines’ orientations. Phase angle ω modulation represents the relative
position of the current pixel with respect to the nearby tagging line.

The orientation of the Gaussian envelope θ need not be the same as the orientation of the sinusoid. But for the
purpose of normalization, we set these two angles with the same value, thus the sinusoid is always perpendicular
to the long axis of the Gaussian envelope. This is essential if we don’t do normalization later but still be able to
achieve decent results.

3.2. Tagging Lines Enhancement and Removal

We modify the parameters m, ∆φ, and ω of the un-tuned Gabor filter to fit the deformed tag patterns. The
original un-tuned Gabor filter and the modified Gabor filters make up a tunable Gabor filter bank.

By convolving the input tagged MRI with an m and ∆φ tunable Gabor filter bank, the pixels in any variously
deformed tagging lines, which have different tag-spacings and orientations, are enhanced and extracted out. The
final extraction results are combination of the filtering results of each Gabor filter in the filter bank.13 (As
shown in [Fig. (3)] Practically, the convolution step is computed as a production in the Fourier domain for faster
implementation:

I ∗ g = F−1{F{I} · F{g}} (13)

Figure 3. The extraction results of the MR images in [Fig. (1)]. The myocardium contours are drawn manually for
better radiabilities.

The modulation of phase angle ω represents the relative position of the current pixel with respect to the nearby
tagging line. Tuning ω makes the enhanced region shift away from the tagging lines, therefore the tag enhancing
operation also occurs at pixels between or near the tagging lines. Thus by tuning all the three parameters, m,
∆φ, and ω, of the Gabor filter, we get high responses from Gabor filtering not only in those variously deformed
tagging lines, but also in the regions between or near these tagging lines. By combining the enhancing results
from each filter in the ”all-three-parameter-tunable” Gabor filter bank, we can fill in the areas that are between
or near the deformed tagging lines, i.e., the tagging lines are removed and the tag-patterned areas are enhanced.



Itag removed =

∫

m

∫

∆φ

∫ π

ω=−π

I ∗ g(ω)dmd∆φdω (14)

Because after the initial tagging modulation, the tag patterns in the blood are flushed out very soon, this tag
removal method can enhance the blood-myocardium contrast and facilitate myocardium segmentation. As shown
in [Fig. (2)], the de-tagged images in mid-systolic phase make the boundary segmentation tasks easier.

3.3. Myocardium Tracking

At each pixel in the input image, we apply the tunable Gabor filter bank and find out a set of optimal filter
parameters, m, ∆φ, and ω, that maximize the Gabor filter response. The optimal parameter values at each
pixel make up of three parameter maps that tell the region properties around the certain pixel. Figure 4 are
the parameter maps that consist of those optimal parameter values. The tagging lines’ spacing, orientations and
the relative positions of each pixel are clearly illustrated. At the same time, a threshold is applied based on the
value of the maximum response of the Gabor filter bank. When there is no tagging lines in a certain area, the
Gabor response becomes very weak and thus below a certain threshold, then this area will be wiped out and we
won’t consider it. (As the gray area shown in [Fig. (4)].)

Figure 4. The first image is the original input MR image. The second one is the spacing m map. The bright color
indicates the spacing between tagging lines are smaller, and the dark color indicates the spacing bigger. The third image
is the orientation ∆φ map. The bright color means the orientation of the tagging lines is from lower left to upper right;
the dark color means the orientation is from lower right to upper left. The fourth image is the phase ω map. The color
varying from dark to bright means the phase angles vary from −π to +π. The gray areas in the maps mean the parameters
are not changed or there is no tagging lines. The last figure illustrates the relationship between tag spacing the phase
shift.

From the m map and the ω map, we can learn the tissue’s relative distance with respect to the nearby tagging
lines, i.e., at a certain pixel, the distance between this pixel and the nearby tagging line is determined by:

D = Doriginal · ω/(2π · m) (15)

Where Doriginal is the original spacing between two undeformed tagging lines. If the deformation of a certain
material point in 2 intermediate time sequent MRI is not bigger than a half of the spacing between two nearby
tagging lines, which is true in most of our tagging MRI images because of the high imaging speed and the
relatively slow heart deformation, the change of the ω maps coupled with the m maps can approximately tell
the displacement of the underlying tissue by:

∆D = Doriginal · ∆ω/(2π · m)

= Dx original · ∆~ωx/(2π · mx) + Dy original · ∆~ωy/(2π · my) (16)

For conventional short axis(SA) tagged MRI sequences, we have two sets of data whose tagging lines are
initially perpendicular to each other. Thus we can use (16) to calculate the deformations in two different
orientations at each pixel in the time sequence. When we combined the horizontal and vertical deformations
from the two data sets, we get the deformation of the myocardium.



According to the deformations of the tagging lines, the modulation range of the Gabor filter bank parameters
are empirically set by:

m ∈ [0.85, 1.3]

∆φ ∈ [−π/12, π/12] (17)

ω ∈ [−π, π]

In [Fig. (5)] we show a set of myocardium tracking results from time 1 to time 10. We impose a 2D grid mesh
onto the myocardium area and let it deform with the underlying tissue. There are some irregular deformations
in some local regions because the tracking depends on the tag texture pattern alone, and MR images usually
have high level noise. However the overall movement matches the underlying tissue motion properly. And after
smoothing, it is good enough for further boundary tracking tasks.

Figure 5. A mesh is imposed on the myocardium area and deforms along time. We find the mesh contracts properly
as the underlying heart muscle contracts. In some local regions, the mesh deformation results look not very accurate.
However after smoothing, this tracking results are good enough for the following boundary tracking.

4. INTEGRATION AND THE PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

We integrate the above two major techniques, the tunable Gabor filter bank and the Metamorphs segmentation,
to construct our 4D spatio-temporal integrated MR analysis system. By using the two techniques in a comple-
mentary manner, exploiting specific domain knowledge about the heart anatomy and temporal characteristics
of the tagged MR images, we can achieve efficient, robust segmentation with minimal user interaction. The
algorithm consists of the following main steps. (The illustration of the spatio-temporal propagation can be found
in [Fig. (6)].)

1. Tag removal for images at the mid-systolic phase. Given a 4D spatio-temporal tagged MR image dataset
of the heart, we start by filtering using a tunable Gabor filter bank on images of a 3D volume that corresponds
to a particular time in the middle of the systolic phase, which we term ’center time’. For a typical dataset in
which the systolic phase is divided into 13 time intervals, we apply the Gabor filtering on images at time 7, when
tag patterns in the endocardium are flushed out by blood but tag lines in the myocardium are clearly visible.

2. Metamorphs segmentation using the de-tagged images. Given the de-tagged Gabor response images
at time 7, we use Metamorphs to segment the cardiac contours including the epicardium, the LV and RV
endocardium. Since the formulation of Metamorphs naturally integrates both shape and interior texture, and
the model deformations are derived from both boundary and region information, the Metamorph models can be
initialized far-away from the object boundary and efficiently converge to an optimal solution. For each image, we
first segment the LV and RV endocardium. To do this, the user initializes a circular model by clicking one point
(the seed point) inside the object of interest, then the surrounding region intensity statistics and the gradient
information automatically drive the model to converge to the endocardium boundaries. We then automatically
initialize a metamophs model for the epicardial contour by merging the endocardial contours and expanding the



Figure 6. The framework of our automated segmentation in 4D spatio-temporal MRI-tagged images. We start at a
center time when the tag lines are flushed away in the blood area while they remain clear in the myocardium. Boundary
segmentation is done in several key frames on the de-tagged images before the boundary contours are spatially propagated
to the other positions. Then at each position, the boundaries are temporally propagated to other times.

interior volume according to myocardium thickness statistics. The model is then allowed to evolve and converge
to the epicardium boundary.

3. Spatial propagation at the mid-systolic center time. At the mid-systolic phase, we do the segmentation
at several key frames which represent the topologies of the rest of the frames, then let the segmented contours
propagate to their nearby frames. In short axis cardiac MR images, from the apex to the base, the topology of the
boundaries goes through the following variations: 1. one epicardium; 2. one epicardium and one LV endocardium
(in some cases of the RV hypertrophy patients, one epicardium and one RV endocardium are also possible); 3.
one epicardium, one LV endocardium and one RV endocardium; 4. one epicardium, one LV endocardium and
two RV endocardium. The key frames consist of one center frame of the third topology and three transition
frames. This spatial propagation actually provides a quick initialization method (rather than manually clicking
the seed points as mentioned in step 2) for the rest of the non-key frames from the key frames.

4. Boundary tracking using tunable Gabor filters over time. Once we have segmented the cardiac contours
at time 7, we keep tracking the motion of the myocardium and the segmented contours over time. This temporal
propagation of the cardiac contours significantly reduces computation time, since it enables us to do supervised
segmentation at only one time, then fully automated segmentation of the complete 4D dataset can be achieved. It
also improves segmentation accuracy because we capture the overall trend in heart deformation more accurately
by taking into account the temporal connection between segmented boundaries.

5. Boundary refinement using Metamorphs. In practice, we provide the option to further refine the boundaries
using Metamorph deformable models, which are automatically initialized using the tracked contours. We also
provide the manual correction option to doctors during the whole segmentation process to ensure satisfiable
results.

6. Tagging lines tracking within the heart wall. Tagging lines are straight lines at time 0. They are equally
spaced at an interval of 1/

√

(U2 + V 2). Starting from time 0, we keep tracking the tagging lines only within

the heart wall from the results of the boundary segmentation and boundary tracking steps above. The tagging
lines’ model is basically a set of Snakes whose external forces are from the original intensity images and the
tag-enhanced images.



The prototype of our 4D segmentation system is developed in a Matlab 6.5 GUI environment. The user need
to load in the raw MRI data of the short axis and long axis volumes first ([Fig. (9-1a)]). Then the user is allowed
to examine the whole data sets, which consist of two short axes and one long axis, and determine the slice index
of the center time ([Fig. (9-1b,1c,2a)]). The tag removal step is done on the 3D volume at the center time ([Fig.
(9-2b)]). Then the user has a option to determine the indices of the key frames and do Metamorphs segmentation
on these key frames ([Fig. (9-2c,3a,3b,3c)]). The segmented contours are propagated spatially (optional) and
then temporally ([Fig. (9-4a,4b)]). Practically the spatial propagation step is optional because for most clinical
analysis one typical slice is enough unless a fully 4D model is required. Manual interaction is always available
during the whole segmentation and propagation process to make corrections in time. Based on the boundary
segmentation results, the user are able to track the tagging lines from time 1 [(Fig. (9-4c)]). The initialization
and tracking of the tag tracking is totally automatic. However, manual corrections is also available. Figure 8 is
a set of contour segmentation and tagging lines tracking results generated by this system.

5. CONCLUSION

Several novel aspects of our proposed integration contribute to the effective nature of our approach. First, we
are the first to propose and evaluate the feasibility to use deformable shape and texture models on tag-removed
images for segmenting cardiac objects. Second, we design our algorithm based on our belief that, to achieve
robust and automated segmentation in 4-D, we have to use information from 4D. Hence the temporal tracking
and spatial segmentation are tightly coupled in our approach. The deformable model based segmentation at a
mid-systolic phase provides initialization for the tracking process, while the contour tracking returns close and
reliable initialization for deformable model based segmentation at all other times. Third, the basis techniques
we use, i.e. the tunable Gabor filter bank and deformable shape and texture models (MetaMorphs), are both
cutting-edge techniques that have been recently developed and recognized by the research community. Applying
these techniques to the difficult tagged-MR cardiac segmentation problem has posed new challenges to the tech-
niques themselves and in turn supported their improvements. The integration of tunable Gabor filter bank and
deformable shape and texture models has enabled us to develop a generic, efficient framework for segmenting 4D
spatial-temporal tagged MR images. The software that resulted from this work requires minimal user interaction,
and is robust and accurate enough for clinical evaluation.
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